Celebrating in 2019 the 27th edition demonstrates the importance and longevity of the flagship event of EuroFM. Evolving every year with a new setup and a new innovative approach allows participants to receive not only a high dosage of inspiration and knowledge in different areas, but also networking time which could lead to new projects or collaborations.

This is the only opportunity where top researchers that could lead the future of our profession, blend together with end users, creating a perfect environment for learning from each other. The presence of the best FM students from the best universities also helps to exchange views and expectations.

With ambassadors from over 40 countries and delegates representing 5 continents, the event is without doubt, the most international Facility Management encounter and a must-attend if you are part of the industry.
The format will be an innovative concert-style approach at the AVIVA stadium central Atrium: all events will take place in the same space, so that attendees may maximize networking time without missing out on the highlights of the programme. Flexible seating and a range of exciting ambiences will recreate some of the most up-to-date workplaces in the market.
EuroFM Ambassadors Assembly (18.00 - 20.00)
(only by invitation)

The international EuroFM ambassadors program has given rise to several representatives worldwide that have become the voice of EuroFM to spread their philosophy and join forces. This meeting will serve to share experiences and propose the next objectives.

Welcome Party (20.00 - 22.00)
(only by registration)

EuroFM wants to welcome everybody with its traditional reception, prior to the conference. This will be a great opportunity to gather all the FM community, creating the perfect environment to meet up and make new friends. Taylors Three Rock will host this gathering in an atmosphere with traditional dances and of course, Irish beer.

Taylors Three Rock
Grange Road.
Rathfarnham.
Dublin 16, Ireland.
FM Site Visits
(only by registration)

Guided FM Visit 01: Google Docks
10:00h
Barrow Street,
Dublin 4, D04 V4X7. Ireland

Guided FM Visit 02: Microsoft
12:30h
One Microsoft Place, South County Business Park
Leopardstown, Dublin 18, Ireland
Follow the event with the app
Follow us:
#EFMC2019
www.cifmers.com/efmc2019

Professional 750 €
Student* 350 €

* Document of proof must be provided

For Groups or Member Organizations Discounts Might Apply.

For more info, contact: efmc@cifmers.com

Book Now